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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview

An essential part of the cultural heritage, part of the identity and the civil life of a Country, is preserved and organized in library.

Libraries are not only the hub of our memories, they could have the power to bring to life them to the contemporary times and to project them into the future, however, the only condition to get out of the cultural and political fog, as libraries are in the current state, is to abandon the self-activity and to mobilize resources interrogating other disciplines and skills.

The economy of library is not a new discipline, but it is an interdisciplinary field of proposals, methods and practices, it deals with cultural economics, public policies, cultural management, cultural and regional marketing, fund raising and so on…

The economic and financial crisis is not only the background where libraries are allocated, the dramatic consequences of crisis are not only highlighted in the cultural consumption but especially in funds of government spending for culture, search and education. The progressive cuts of funds and staff will increase structural difficulties of these sectors, so the way to take is to involve other ranges of study, such as cultural economics, and to bring space librarian such as an essential component of our collective identity and such as a relation space. [Giovanni Di Domenico, 2010].

In the 2014 edition of “Forum d'Avignon”¹, is emphasized “the positive effect of culture and creative industries on the economy, and also the actions that must be taken to ensure that they both be recognized as catalyst of values, employment and social cohesion, in the same way as other sectors are”. The forum and its participants called for a mobilization of political stakeholders to develop a collective policy for the European culture, which promote economic development and citizens ‘well-being.

1.2 Scope of study

The main question of this thesis is that: is it possible to change the traditional features of the library, bringing it into a new model of changes, not only in the field of economy but also, trying to develop a progressive conception of the role of library?

Trying to order actions and activities of the library as in now stand, it isn’t possible to forget the role of information and communication, so the new model wished take place in “digital library”, meaning collections of digital documents organised into contents and finalised to specific users.

The main purpose is to organise in digital way the whole system to produce and accelerate the access of information and to build institutional repositories thanks to a better communication and collaboration among searcher. It is not so easy, there are many examples that encourage this approach, but there are also implicit paradoxes in “digital library” and in the economic model that must be taken, to ensure improvements in this field.

Two solution are proposed, in the first case: fundraising such as a non-conventional way to finance the activity of library and, according to it, another solution: big data.

One of the solution proposal is to change libraries from the paradigm of “data curation” to “big data curation”. It is a complex technological and conceptual challenge: not only in order to have new and expensive infrastructures but also in the way to readapt library system into an inedited approach, that is to say the transit from the text form to the data environment. One of the example that moves in this direction is the “Sloan Digital Sky Survey”, an astronomic project that consider mapping outer space. To this day, one hundred million of stars, one million of galaxies and one hundred-thousand of quasar have been catalogued. It is a titanic experience that bring a production of a huge quantity of data. To manage the complexity of these “big data”,

the libraries of “John Hopkins of Baltimore University” came to the aid. [Fabio Di Giammarco, 2014]²

The thing that is enlightened is that it is necessary a new storage system, where libraries could help to find useful information in this amount of data.

In the meantime, libraries suffer of a generalized cut of resources. In the USA, according to ALA, libraries have lost hundred million dollars in funding in recent decades. In 2012, in Great Britain, have been closed plus than two hundred libraries. In the rest of Europe- caused to fiscal austerity programs- are not good time too. In Italy, the budget in cultural heritage and activities has been halved, so another way to assure capitals in libraries is to invest in private funds. Crowd funding is one of the things that could be used to improve income.

To embrace this revolution, in the field of role and in economic model, for libraries could mean from one hand, the open of new opportunities, from the other the decline of distributed library systems with a return into a centralised model of services.

---
5. CONCLUSION

Analysis conducted in this thesis, moves from a personal experience into the “Historical Archive of students” in Bologna. Having followed directly and personally the process of digitalisation of the archive, for some months, I understand the opportunities of this practice and the problems linked to this field.

Having intrigued about this sector, I decided to deepen my knowledge and to discover new methods and approaches to the librarian environment.

Another cue of interest arrived from my personal researches about big data. I addressed to this field in order of my continuous work of updating into communication and marketing. The new challenge that I propose is connected to the use of big data in librarian dimension. Studies about application of big data in other sectors are defined in many experiences and experiments, but in this field, it isn’t so obviously to find researches.

The use of fundraising is an instrument underused in Italy to find added funds to the State support. This practice largely used in USA, could be the starting point to bring new opportunities to libraries and to make citizens active into participation of public decisions, in order of investments and promotion of culture.

The culture that isn’t at the first place in order of public support, could have new opportunities starting by companies and their investments and by single citizens, but only if they will be active parts of the process of organisation and promotion of culture causes.

All considered, applying the two solutions considered above, that is to say: fundraising and big data, there is a revolution that takes place in all the librarian environment. The challenge is to find solutions in order of a series of problems concerned curation, archiving, research, sharing, transfer, visualisation and analysis of data.

The revolution of digital has changed the organisation and the management of library, but it isn’t sufficient to increase the economy of this sector, because of the crisis of the sector. Problems are connected to budget, funds and attractiveness of the library.
Fundraising is the solution that could be applied to libraries to raise money and to solve the problem defined, but it isn’t simple to have the capacity to do something innovative, using the right instruments and involving the right potential target.

On the other hand, the impact of big data is deep. It needs big economic, technological and operative commitments chancing the actual librarian assets.

The revolution of the “explosion of big data” isn’t affordable for small libraries, and this gap could mean the decline of distributed librarian systems with an unexpected return to a centralized model of services.

Ultimately, the two solution proposed could have a big impact on the librarian system, they could bring new structure and organisation, bringing libraries in 2.0 world, keeping pace with the time and the new challenges, on the other hand this revolution could determinate the end of small libraries that can’t go in this direction.

Using big data in libraries is a new field of study, there are few example in this sense that could determinate the systematic application of this approach in libraries.
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